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Abstract

We describe a new targeted annotation framework developed within the Invenio digital library plat-
form in order to answer collaborative annotation needs of high-energy physics user community. After
a brief illustration of the most common use case, we describe the new facility and explore its relation
to W3C RDF and JSON-LD recommendations as well as to the W3C Open Annotations data model
draft standard.

1 Use case

The experimental particle physics community, using CERN LHC accelerator to study the basic con-
stituents of matter, consists of multi-national, multi-institute, multi-person collaborations. ALICE,
ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb collaborations may comprise up to 3,000 physicists. The publishing workflows
of these collaborations include multiple commenting rounds for paper drafts that are restricted within
the collaboration before papers become public[1]. The commenting partially happens on an Invenio[2]-
powered CERN document server[3].

The structured annotation habits of collaborations include referring to page, line, equation or figure in
a free text from. The principal authors of the draft then need to aggregate and process comments left
by collaboration members. This task is often non-trivial due to the sheer number of authors and the
heterogeneous nature of commenting practices. As a concrete example, one of conference papers received
more than thousand annotations in 180 comments coming from 50 persons during its pre-publication
stage. (E.g. the most extensive comment contained more than 100 annotations targeted to various parts
of the paper draft.)

2 Targeted annotation system

In order to answer these targeted annotation needs, a new module was developed for the Invenio digital
library platform. The module aims to provide an easy way to capture user annotations in a structured
format so that future aggregations can be easily constructed.

When displaying a paper draft, a structured viewer permits to page through the document by showing
a page preview on the left-hand-side, while annotations of users for the given page are show on the
right-hand-side, see Figure 1.

Users can enter annotations via so-called “online” and “offline” modes. When online, user can click on
a page which brings up a simple structured editor that permits to enter notes for the concrete logical
page (P.7), section (S.7), paragraph (PP.7), line (L.7), figure (F.7), table (T.7), equation (E.7), or
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Figure 1: Example of document viewer page (lhs) with aggregated user annotations (rhs).

reference (R.[7]). The leading markers can be nested: for example, marker “P.2: T.3: L.4” refers to line
four of the table three on the second page. When offline, users can prepare block of text using the same
markers. The text will be then parsed into targeted annotations upon submission.

The framework also permits nested annotations, i.e. to reply to a comment, to annotate an annotation,
etc, without any depth restriction.

Finally, the new annotation framework permits to annotate any URI. This makes it possible to use the
same commenting and annotating facility to discuss upon any resource handled by the digital library or
the application itself, e.g. simple discussion forum on help pages.

It should be noted that similar annotating frameworks exist, such as Annotator [4] or Pundit [5]. While
these standalone solutions could cover some of our needs — especially URI-based annotations — our
use case usually requires strict restriction of annotations within the given digital library platform. (E.g.
collaboration notes on paper drafts remain private even after publication.) The present work therefore
attempts at providing an organic evolution of existing commenting and tagging facilities of Invenio
towards targeted, structured and linked annotations, all the while providing pluggable interfaces to
existing external third-party tools and solutions.

3 JSON model and interoperability

The persistence of annotations is achieved by storing an appropriate JSON representation in a docu-
ment database, namely MongoDB [6]. (Under way is the integration with the PostgreSQL relational
database [7] that offers extensive JSON indexing and searching capabilities as of version 9.3.) The
schematic JSON document model used for general URI annotations is depicted in Figure 2. The reasons
for opting for a JSON representation are two-fold.

The first reason is related to the extendibility of the model; for example, in order to allow for annotations
with attachments, a single field specifying the storage location of the files needs to be added to the model
described in Figure 2. Coming back to the targeted record commenting use case presented in the previous
section, such a specific annotation could be represented by using an extended version of the model, such
as the example in Figure 3. (Only specific fields depicted.) All these different types of annotations can be
stored homogeneously in a document database, while an SQL representation would likely require distinct
tables for each specific annotation type.

The second reason for choosing a JSON representation is related to the possible dissemination of an-
notations outside the Invenio platform. The Open Annotation Core Data Model [8] is a inter-operable
framework proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for creating, connecting, and sharing
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{

id: UUID , // annotation identifier

who: Number , // user identifier

where: *, // annotation target (e.g. URI , record identifier)

what: *, // the content and its properties

when: Timestamp , // annotation creation date and time

perm: Object // permissions e.g. public , private (group -restricted)

}

Figure 2: General JSON model for annotations.

{

where: { URI: "http :// cds.cern.ch/record /897121" ,

target: "P.2: T.3: L.4" },

what: { title: "Small correction",

body: "There is a typo near the word xyzzy." },

type: "grammatical"

}

Figure 3: Example of JSON fields specific for targeted annotations.

associations and annotations across the Web. It uses RDF [9] for modelling and the JSON-LD [10]
format is recommended for serialisation. As JSON-LD is a JSON-based format specialized for linked
data, this should allow us to easily export annotation data originating on an Invenio platform and use
any of the available third-party tools for the semantic study of annotations.

4 Conclusions

A new targeted annotation module for Invenio digital library was developed in order to permit struc-
tured annotation of scientific literature, as motivated by the needs of high-energy physics experimental
collaborations. The module permits “online” and “offline” ingestion of targeted annotations and displays
an aggregation of notes around logical units of text and/or data. The captured information is designed
to be exportable as JSON-LD or RDF XML.
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